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Numerical streNgth aNalysis of the load-beariNg frame 
of a palletiziNg robot’s uNiversal head

NumeryczNa aNaliza wytrzymałości ramy NośNej 
uNiwersalNej głowicy robota paletyzującego*

The paper deals with numerical strength analysis of the load-bearing structure of an industrial robot’s head used for palletization 
of sacks. The calculations were performed with the Finite Element Method (FEM), enabling reconstruction of the real service 
conditions in the process of palletization. It was assumed, that the head was adapted to lay two sacks of maximal dimensions 
800x500x140mm and a mass of up to 50 kg at a time. The currently exploited palletizing heads are heavy, which essentially in-
creases the costs of the palletization process. The aim of the study was a numerical analysis of the existing head of the palletizing 
robot, leading to design of a structure having optimized maintenance parameters. The conducted research on decreasing the mass 
of the palletizing robot’s head are important because of the industrial robot’s load-bearing capacity, its effectiveness and the costs 
of the palletization process.
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W prezentowanej pracy zajęto się numeryczną analizą wytrzymałościową ustroju nośnego głowicy robota przemysłowego, która 
służy do paletyzacji worków. Obliczenia prowadzono z zastosowaniem metody elementów skończonych, umożliwiającej odwzo-
rowanie rzeczywistych warunków eksploatacyjnych pracy robota w procesie paletyzacji. W obliczeniach przyjęto, że głowica jest 
przystosowana do układania dwóch worków jednocześnie o maksymalnych wymiarach gabarytowych: 800mm, 500mm, 140mm 
oraz masie do 50 kg. Stosowane obecnie głowice paletyzujące są ciężkie, co znacznie podnosi koszty procesu paletyzacji. Celem 
pracy była analiza numeryczna istniejącej głowicy robota paletyzującego, na podstawie której możliwe będzie zaprojektowanie 
konstrukcji o zoptymalizowanych parametrach eksploatacyjnych. Prowadzone prace nad redukcją masy własnej głowicy robota 
paletyzującego są istotne ze względu na nośność robota przemysłowego, wydajność oraz koszt procesu paletyzacji.

Słowa kluczowe: MES, paletyzacja, głowica robota, rama nośna, modelowanie, chwytak.
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1. Introduction

The advancing process of packaging and palletizing automation 
[1-6] caused a big demand of universal and lightweight graspers of 
the industrial robot’s heads, being able to carry and lay down ladings 
on transportation pallets. Among main tasks of the graspers one can 
distinguish catching a manipulated object, holding it during moving 
and proper releasing at the place of destination. The grasper is a tool 
adapted to the robot’s arm and is a separate assembly of interacting 
elements [7]. The proper catching of the object depends among oth-
ers on its shape, mass, center of mass location, surface quality in the 
very place of grasping, prehensile possibilities of the grasper and the 
misalignment of the ready to move object with respect to the pick-up 
point.

The second phase of the grasper service is holding the object dur-
ing manipulation. Within the service range at that phase the motion 
induced accelerations occur. Their values have essential effect on the 
burden of the analysed object’s load-bearing elements. The last stage 
of service is a process of the detail release at the destination location, 
which starts with reaching the end position and precise stopping. If 
the detail’s release takes place with no obstacles (the anti-collision 

systems does not react) the robot retreats in order to move back from 
the manipulated object.

The object of research was a palletizing robot’s head exploited in 
the process of sacks packaging. The analyzed device was an expanded 
multifunctional grasper equipped with fully automated control - the 
Wikpol’s palletizing head given in Fig. 1.

The considered head consisted of several key-elements: the at-
tachment terminal, the load-bearing frame, the movable frame, the 
grasper’s fork, as well as the bottom and the side holdfast. The grasper 
can be included in the group of forceful-shaped ones. The sacks trans-
ported by the head are raised with the fork being a system of jaws 
closing at the sacks in the bottom. During transportation  the sacks lay 
on the fork and are simultaneously held with the side holdfast in hori-
zontal direction and with the top holdfast in vertical direction. From 
the point of view of the prehensive endings’ degrees of freedom the 
presented head can be included in the vise-like graspers family, be-
cause of the horizontal movement of the fork. The movable elements 
of the head are moved with standardized pneumatic actuators. The 
head’s frame is attached directly to the robot having a total lading ca-
pacity of 250 kg. The palletizing head in its current design has its own 
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mass of 200 kg, which allows it to carry - to-
gether with the dedicated manipulator - two 
sacks of 25 kg mass.

The aim of the conducted research was to 
design a lightweight load-bearing frame having 
high stiffness and thus able to carry simultane-
ously two sacks of 50 kg mass each. The project 
of the new head was a modification of the exist-
ing construction through elimination of the low 
effort elements responsible for significant mass 
increase of the object. To achieve this the heavy 
elements, i.e. the attachment terminal and the 
load-bearing frame were subjected to a detailed 
strength analysis [8-10]. The whole modelling 
process, as well as a detailed numerical strength 
calculations were performed with the Finite El-
ement Method (FEM) in the ABAQUS® com-
mercial software environment [11-12].

2.  Research object and scope

The object of research were the load-bear-
ing elements of the Wikpol’s palletizing head, 
without the control system components and the 
structural details unimportant from the strength 
point of view. The geometric model of the ana-
lysed object (Fig. 2) was developed in the form 
of an assembly based on the device technical 
documentation with the use of the CATIA V5 
CAD software. The elaborated model of the 
load-bearing frame of the palletizing head re-
flected the device configuration corresponding 
to service conditions occurring during trans-
portation of lading. It applies first of all to the 
relative configuration of the movable frames 
and the load-bearing frame, as well as to setting 
the lading’s and the fork’s center of mass in the 
conditions of service.

The developed geometrical model of the 
palletizing head was a basis for discrete model 
enabling execution of numerical calculations 
with the Finite Element Method. The process of 
geometrical model’s discretization was conduct-
ed with the C3D8R eight- noded solid elements 

of reduced integration and having three translational degrees of 
freedom at each node [13-18]. The applied finite elements were 
of first order. For the purpose of providing the compatibility 
between the overall mass of the palletizing head and its elabo-
rated discrete model it was necessary to take into consideration 
the mass of rejected elements (excluded from the geometrical 
model) giving 58.2 kg in total. The above mentioned elements 
were included in the model as point masses assigned to the re-
spective regions of the frame at appropriate locations. The elab-
orated discrete model of the palletizing head taking into account 
the reciprocal contact interactions among respective parts of the 
model and providing their appropriate cooperation is shown in 
Fig. 3.

The model of the accepted boundary conditions assumed 
that the connection of the palletizing head with the robot’s bunch 
was encastered. Having this in target all the translational degrees 
of freedom of the nodes at the head’s attachment surface were 
restrained. It was assumed, that the head was loaded with no ex-

Fig. 1. Palletizing head produced by the „Wikpol” company

Fig. 3. Discrete model of the palletizing head’s frame with boundary conditions and applied load

Fig. 2. Geometrical model of the load-bearing frame of the palletizing head
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ternal forces except the carried lading’s weight 
and the device’s own mass. For lack of a mod-
el of the fork, on which the sacks lay directly 
during transportation, in the analysis a sum of 
the fork and the sack masses was accepted and 
their common center of mass was determined 
with appropriate CATIA V5 software functions. 
The calculations considering a loading case, in 
which the head transported a lading composed 
of two sacks with the total mass of 100 kg were 
performed. In the calculations the weight of the 
tested object itself was allowed for, whereas the 
load simulating manipulating moves of the ro-
bot were included through introduction of ac-
celeration of 40 m/s2 acting in horizontal direc-
tion [19-20], which corresponded with maximal 
value of retard obtained during an emergency 
stop of the robot.

In the numerical calculations the linear elas-
tic material model was accepted as during the 
head’s exploitation no permanent deformations took place. All the 
load-bearing elements of the frame were assumed to be made of steel 
with the following mechanical characteristics: Young modulus E= 
210 GPa, Poisson ratio ν=0.3 and mass density ρ = 7860 kg/m3. The 
yield stress essential in the effort assessment of the head frame’s load-
bearing elements was Re=235 MPa. It was additionally 
assumed, that in the model large displacements could 
occur, making the problem geometrically nonlinear. In 
the performed calculations the incremental-iterative 
Newton-Raphson method was used [17-18].

3. Numerical results

The performed calculations enabled determination 
of the Huber-Mises-Hencky equivalent stress distribu-
tions [13-15] in the load-bearing elements of the head, 
as well as determination of the head’s displacements in 
case of the emergency robot stopping. The equivalent 
stress results are given in Fig. 4, whereas the nodal dis-
placements – in Fig. 5. The obtained general level of 
the equivalent stress in the elements of the head did not 
exceed σ≈235MPa, whereas the observed local cumu-
lations of the stress near the head pipe’s stiffening ribs 
indicated substantial exceeding of the yield stress in 
these regions. The scale of the displayed stress contours 
was limited to 235 MPa in order to gain a more empha-

sized picture of the stress contour. Maximal nodal displacement in the 
model occurred place at the movable frame’s boundaries and reached 
18 mm.

Typical behaviour of the examined load-bearing structure ob-
served in the model was an occurrence of high stress in the attachment 
terminal, at simultaneous very low stress in the load-bearing frame. 

As the terminal is responsible only for the 
grasper connection to the robot’s bunch, it was 
neglected in the model. Instead, the connecting 
functionality was assigned to the load-bearing 
frame. Elimination of the attachment terminal 
model was made in practice by elongation of 
the pipe fixing it to the robot’s bunch in order 
to join it with the load-bearing frame without 
changing the distance between the frame and 
the bunch. Moreover, the evidently low effort 
level of the closed-section profiles constituting 
the load-bearing frame was the reason to make 
an attempt to replace them with open-section 
profiles having a form of I-beams. In the I-
beams’ webs holes were made that shouldn’t 
weaken these elements’ strength, whereas they 
would result in mass reduction. In the proposed 
structural design a steel with higher (compared Fig. 4. The Huber-Mises-Hencky equivalent stress contour

Fig. 5. Nodal displacements of the numerical model

Fig. 6. Geometrical model of the modified load-bearing frame
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to the previous construction) yield strength equal Re=350 MPa was 
accepted. In Fig. 6 the modified load-bearing frame is shown, which 
allows to reduce the palletizing head’s mass by ca. 11 kg and simulta-
neously simplifies the whole head’s design essentially.

The process of discretization of the geometrical model, as well as 
the parameters’ identification of the numerical analysis of the modi-
fied head frame was performed identically, as in the case of the frame 
model before modifications.

The performed calculations proved essential improvement of the 
degree of effort in the particular load-bearing elements of the head’s 
frame. In the considered case the equivalent stress level according to 

the H-M-H hypothesis in the load-bearing frame 
overcame the accepted yield stress of the ma-
terial Re=350 MPa and in parallel a definitely 
more uniform effort in all the load-bearing ele-
ments of the structure was attained. It is well 
visible, that the holes made in the frame did 
not cause additional stress concentration (even 
though their size was large) and - advantageous-
ly - they essentially reduced the load-bearing 
frame’s mass. The maximal stress values oc-
curred in the internal roll set of the movable 
frame and equaled σ=317 MPa. Such a value 
does not jeopardize the device’s safe service but 
is an indication to consider modification of that 
element as well.

Analysis of the nodal displacements (Fig. 
8) justifies a statement that maximal displace-
ments were 15.8 mm. This means that changing 
the structural design of the load-bearing frame 
decreased the maximal value of nodal displace-
ments in comparison with the original model. 
The load-bearing frame’s re-design gave signifi-
cant advantage in the form of the head’s mass 
reduction. The performed numerical analysis 
allowed elimination of the outer frame of the 
head, in which the effort of the load-bearing 
elements was very low. The proposed design 
reached the assumed aims and essentially sim-
plified the whole device’s construction.

4.  Conclusions

The way of the FEM-based modelling of the 
load-bearing structures presented in the current 
paper enabled conducting analysis of deforma-
tion and effort of the load-bearing elements 
subjected to a complex external loading. This 
is extremely significant in case of searching for 
new structural design, when at the stage of de-
signing complicated machines and mechanisms 
too many unknown parameters occur. Recogni-
tion of the stress field in the load-bearing ele-
ments of the structure is thus a question of pri-
mary importance, allowing an assessment of the 
accepted structural design. Numerical analyses 
enable also optimization of the model param-
eters in order to choose the best solution from 
the point of view of ability to carry the defined 
service loads. The performed analysis enabled 
an assessment of the proposed structural design, 
being a basis for introducing the necessary mod-
ifications of the construction details in order to 
obtain the optimal solution in this sense.

The FEM numerical calculations of the 
load-bearing frame of the palletizing robot’ head 

proved, that its load-bearing capacity could be significantly increased 
at simultaneous reduction of its own mass. In the presented case the 
computed equivalent stress contours showed that many load-bearing 
elements of the head exhibited a very low effort. The modification of 
the load-bearing frame allowed essential reduction of the elements’ 
mass – 27.5% with respect to the basic variant, keeping the stiffness 
and the functionality of the structure. It is fairly important from the 
maintenance point of view, because it enables a significant increase 
in the effectiveness of the device through increasing the palletization 
possibilities of higher lading weight. The developed 3D solid model 

Fig. 7. The equivalent H-M-H stress field in the modified load-bearing frame

Fig. 8. Nodal displacements of the modified load-bearing frame
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simulated the service conditions of all the elements very well and 
enabled subsequent modifications of not only the load-bearing frame, 
but also of the whole device, i.e. the universal head of the palletizing 
robot. The performed study enabled an assessment of the proposed 
structural design and as such was a basis for introduction of the nec-
essary particular modifications in order to obtain the optimal design 
within that scope. The presented modelling procedure is universal and 
can be applied to different-type robot heads. 
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